Death Anxiety in Palliative Care
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Death anxiety can be defined as anxiety related to the awareness of death. As anthropologist Ernest Becker [1] argues, humans are unique in that they must learn to adapt to the finitude of their lives. Becker’s work resulted in the development of terror management theory (TMT), which argues that while humans strive for self-preservation, they are also aware of the inevitability of death [2]. According to this approach, when people are reminded of their mortality, their need for structure and meaning intensifies, resulting in an enhanced focus on personally and culturally valued goals. How different groups adapt to death anxiety is highly influenced by cultural factors [3]. But death anxiety is not necessarily negative. Sligte D, et al. [4] found that death anxiety may actually enhance creativity and be a novel driver for inventing new theories of existence.

Surveys have shown that 50-80% of terminally ill patients have concerns or troubling thoughts about death; only a minority achieve an untroubled acceptance of death [5]. While a number of death anxiety scales exist [6], they are not routinely used in palliative care. We know little about the factors contributing to death anxiety in this population, how it is experienced, its impact on quality of dying and general distress, to death anxiety in this population, how it is experienced, its impact on quality of dying and general distress. Nevertheless the data expressed, its impact on quality of dying and general distress, to death anxiety in this population, how it is experienced, its impact on quality of dying and general distress.

But death anxiety is not necessarily negative. Sligte D, et al. [4] found that death anxiety may actually enhance creativity and be a novel driver for inventing new theories of existence.

There is some evidence that nurse’s own death anxiety may have a negative impact on their own ability to care for dying patients [22]. The authors examined fifteen quantitative studies published between 1990 and 2012 exploring nurses’ own attitudes towards death. Three key themes identified were:

i) Nurses’ level of death anxiety;

ii) Death anxiety and attitudes towards caring for the dying

iii) Death education was necessary for such emotional work.

Of interest the studies indicated that the level of death anxiety exhibited by nurses working in palliative care, general, oncology, renal and community was not high with younger nurses consistently reporting higher levels. In some studies inverse relationships were found between nurse’s attitudes towards their own death and their attitudes towards caring for dying patients.

To date there has been no work specifically addressing the management of death anxiety in palliative care populations.

Furer P & Walker JR [23] describe the efficacy of deploying CBT (cognitive behaviour therapy) to allay death anxiety in clients suffering from health anxiety and this may provide a model for those working with end of life individuals. They emphasize that avoidance of death is one of the most common ways of dealing with fears of death. In a preliminary study of the use of acceptance commitment therapy Sussman JC & Liu W [24] asked students to watch a short video of a young person with acute lymphoid leukaemia experiencing death anxiety receiving either ACT (acceptance commitment therapy) or CT (cognitive therapy).

The students were then required to evaluate the impact of the treatment. The authors propose that palliative care patients expressing death anxiety may benefit from either ACT or CT for death anxiety. They underscore the fact that future research is needed to explore the usefulness of each approach.
Death anxiety remains an under researched area in palliative care. Future research should contribute on predisposing factors, its impact on psychiatric morbidity and the efficacy of psychotherapeutic interventions in its alleviation.
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